
Hurst U/15 87 All Out lost Hurley U/15 89-3 by 7 wickets. 
 
Having happily found a break in the English 'Summer' to reignite their league campaign, 
Hurley dished out the kind of performance to send opposition teams running for cover, with 
a thumping demolition of Hurst 
 
Having chosen to bowl, Hurley made immediate inroads, Dawkins (1-1) tickling the off 
stump to send the opener back to the hutch. Not to be outdone, the impressive Bagri 
accounted for the other opener first ball, Hill taking a smart catch in the slips. 
 
Resistance came from Roxborough-Smith (19) and Vickery (12), the later run out thanks to 
smart fielding from Graham, whilst Smith was befuddled by the wily Bussell. Harris (19) 
offered hope, but once he was smartly snaffled by Calliss at square leg, Patrick (4-10) tore 
through the lower order, with accurate bowling and safe catching across the Hurley Lions. At 
63-9 the game appeared all but up, but the smaller of the Warren Bros. played smartly to 
nudge the score up to 87, but an outstanding effort from Hurley overall. 
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In response, Bussell and Graham arrived to more chirping than you would find in an aviary. 
Having survived a strong appeal for a catch off the first ball, Graham dispelled any nerves 
with a brutal display of hitting to amass 24 runs of 11 balls. Despite the early loss of Bussell, 
Hill put his recent lack of form behind him, with a heavyweight but cultured 44 off only 21 
balls, to leave the crowd cooing for more. Green joined the fun with more than a run a ball 
13, and a 10 out of 10 performance was only ended when Hill was superbly held at slip, 
reverse sweeping - the audacity. Green ended the match with a four after only 8.4 overs of 
brutality, with the storm clouds forming. 
 
Thanks once again to Reg for scoring single-handedly and Jordan BP for efficiently running 
the bar and general domesticity. 
 
Coaches MOM: Theo Patrick 
Parents MOM: Jack Hill 
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